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Abstract

Objective: 

To compare the responsiveness of BILAG-2004 and SLEDAI-2000 disease activity indices and 

determine if there was any added value in combining BILAG-2004, BILAG System Tally (BST) 

or simplified BST (sBST) with SLEDAI-2000.

Methods: 

This was a multi-centre longitudinal study of SLE patients. Data were collected on BILAG-2004, 

SLEDAI-2000 and therapy on consecutive assessments in routine practice. The external 

responsiveness of the indices was assessed by determining the relationship between change in 

disease activity and change in therapy between two consecutive visits. Comparison of indices and 

their derivatives was performed by assessing the main effects of the indices using logistic 

regression. ROC curves analysis was used to describe the performance of these indices 

individually and in various combinations and comparisons of AUC were performed.

Results: 

There were 1414 observations from 347 patients. Both BILAG-2004 and SLEDAI-2000 

maintained an independent relationship with change in therapy when compared. There was some 

improvement in responsiveness when continuous SLEDAI-2000 variables (change in score and 

score of previous visit) were combined with BILAG-2004 system scores. Dichotomisation of 

BILAG-2004 or SLEDAI-2000 resulted in poorer performance. BST and sBST had similar 

responsiveness as the combination of SLEDAI-2000 variables and BILAG-2004 system scores. 

There was little benefit in combining SLEDAI-2000 with BST or sBST. 

Conclusions: 

The BILAG-2004 index had comparable responsiveness to SLEDAI-2000. There was some 

benefit in combining both indices. Dichotomisation of BILAG-2004 and SLEDAI-2000 leads to 

suboptimal performance. BST and sBST performed well on their own; sBST is recommended for 

its simplicity and clinical meaningfulness.
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Significance and Innovations

Various ways of analysing the BILAG-2004 index and SLEDAI (and their derivatives) have been 

employed in longitudinal studies of SLE especially in clinical trials. However, there has not been a 

direct comparison of these two indices and their various combinations to determine the best way 

of using them without the addition of a physician’s global assessment. The results of this analysis 

provide guidance on the use of these indices as disease activity outcome measures in longitudinal 

studies of SLE. The key findings from this analysis are:

1. Both the BILAG-2004 index and SLEDAI-2000 have similar responsiveness and there is some 

improvement when they are combined.

2. Dichotomisation of BILAG-2004 index and SLEDAI-2000 may reduce performance as an 

outcome measure.

3. sBST may have an advantage due to its simplicity and clinical meaningfulness.
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Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is a complex multi-system disease and assessment of 

this disease is challenging given the multiple outcome domains to be considered. The two 

commonly used disease activity indices that allow the results from different cohorts of SLE 

patients to be compared in clinical trials or observational studies are BILAG-2004 index (BILAG-

2004)(1–5) and SLEDAI-2000(6–8).

A strong correlation between Classic BILAG index and original SLEDAI was 

demonstrated using patient vignettes, but there has been no direct comparison of the performance 

of BILAG-2004 and SLEDAI-2000 using real-world clinical data(9,10). Various attempts have 

been made to combine SLEDAI (or its derivatives) with BILAG-2004 or Classic BILAG indices 

in clinical trials, in the belief that a combination might be superior to either index on its own(11–

14). However, there are little data to support this presumption and there are concerns about the 

impact of variable recording of the physician’s global assessment (PhGA) by different 

physicians(9) in composite responder indices such as SLE Responder Index (SRI) and its 

derivatives(11,13–16) and BILAG Composite Lupus Assessment (BICLA)(12,17,18). These 

composite clinical trial end-points focus on changes, specifically patients showing specific levels 

of improvement in one index at the final trial visit as compared to baseline visit and require no 

worsening in the alternative index and PhGA. Both SRI and BICLA are currently used as 

endpoints in clinical trials of SLE but trial results have been inconsistent including some with 

promising results in Phase 2 studies but negative results in Phase 3 or disappointing results 

generally(12,15,17,19–21). One of the concerns with trials that failed was with the outcome 

measure used as the primary endpoint being not optimal(22). This study reports on the analysis 

comparing BILAG-2004 and SLEDAI-2000, and to determine the best way of using them without 

PhGA in longitudinal studies.

We have previously demonstrated the external responsiveness of BILAG-2004 and 

SLEDAI-2000(4,23). Employing similar robust methodology(24), the analyses presented here 

examine whether the use of both indices improves the responsiveness of each alone using data 

from a large longitudinal study of SLE patients seen in routine practice. We also compare the 

performance of BILAG-2004 systems tally (BST). BST is an alternative way of representing 

BILAG-2004 scores in a longitudinal assessment, that combines the flexibility and simplification 

of overall numerical scoring of BILAG-2004 with the clinical intuitiveness of BILAG-2004 

structure(25).A
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Patients and Methods

 Data from a multi-centre prospective longitudinal study in the United Kingdom, which 

was primarily designed to validate BILAG-2004, were used in this analysis(4). This same dataset 

was used to demonstrate the external responsiveness of SLEDAI-2000 and to develop BST and 

simplified BST (sBST)(23,25). All patients satisfied the revised ACR criteria for classification of 

SLE(26,27). This study received multi-centre research ethical approval and was carried out in 

accordance with the Helsinki Declaration. Written consent was obtained from all patients. 

This study had been described in detail previously(4). In summary, patients were followed 

up prospectively in routine clinical practice and data (BILAG-2004, SLEDAI-2000 and treatment) 

were collected for all consecutive visits and physician encounters. Previously we demonstrated, 

based on receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analyses, that BST, sBST and BILAG-

2004 global numerical variables (combination of change in BILAG-2004 global numerical 

score(5) and the score from the previous visit), were comparably related to change in therapy and 

provided better discrimination than a model including variables for changes in all nine BILAG-

2004 system scores(25). In the analyses presented here, we had included disease activity as 

assessed by SLEDAI-2000, BILAG-2004 individual system scores and global BILAG-2004 

numerical score.

Changes in disease activity and treatment between two consecutive visits were analysed. 

Each observation for the analysis was derived from two consecutive visits. A robust definition for 

change in therapy between consecutive visits was used as the external reference for change in 

disease activity as described previously (see Supplementary Material)(3–5,23,25). Three 

categories of changes in therapy were defined: ‘no change’, ‘increase in therapy’ and ‘decrease in 

therapy’. 

Statistical Analysis

All statistical analyses were performed using Stata for Windows version 8 (Stata 

Corporation, Texas) and R(28). Robust variance estimation was used to allow for correlation 

between multiple assessments from the same patients(29). 

External responsiveness was used to compare the performance of the indices in this 

longitudinal study(24). It assessed the extent to which changes in the index over time relate to 

corresponding changes in therapy between two consecutive visits. As such, clinically meaningful 

change was assessed. Change in therapy was chosen as the external reference as there was no A
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better objective alternative and this was used in multiple validation studies on BILAG-2004, 

SLEDAI-2000 and BST(3–5,23,25). The pros and cons of using change in therapy as the external 

reference was discussed previously(3).

Maximum-likelihood multinomial and binary logistic regression were used to assess 

external responsiveness with change in therapy as the outcome variable and changes in disease 

activity (as determined by the indices) as the explanatory variables. For comparison purposes, the 

main effects of the indices were assessed within a common regression model. The baseline 

comparator for change in disease activity used in the analysis was ‘minimal or no change in 

activity’ while the baseline comparator for change in treatment was ‘no change in therapy’. The 

results were reported as odds ratios (OR) with 95% confidence intervals (CI) and Wald tests were 

used for model comparison where needed. 

In the multinomial regression analyses, the baseline category of 'no change in therapy' was 

compared with both 'increase in therapy' and 'decrease in therapy' respectively. There was no 

direct comparison between 'increase in therapy' and 'decrease in therapy'. An OR value greater 

than 1 for one unit increase in the variable defined by the index of interest, within the comparison 

between ‘increase in therapy’ and ‘no change in therapy’, indicated that the increase in index score 

was associated with ‘increase in therapy’. On the other hand, an OR of less than 1 for the same 

comparison implied that the increase in index score was associated with ‘no change in therapy’ 

(and not with ‘decrease in therapy’) or equivalently an inverse association with ‘increase in 

therapy’. Similar interpretation was applicable to the reported OR for the comparison between 

‘decrease in therapy’ and ‘no change in therapy’.

Various combinations of SLEDAI-2000 and BILAG-2004 (including BST and sBST) as 

dichotomised or regarded as continuous variables were examined and compared to determine if 

there was added value in combining both of these indices. For some analyses, BILAG-2004 global 

numerical score was calculated based on the system scores using A=12, B=8, C=1, D/E=0 coding 

scheme(5). ROC curves analysis was used to describe the performance of these indices and the 

various combinations(30). Logistic regression was used to estimate the sensitivity, specificity, 

positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV) and area under the curve (AUC). 

The analyses were performed from two perspectives: deterioration in scores as predictor of 

‘increase in therapy’ and improvement in scores as predictor of ‘decrease in therapy’. Calculation 

of an asymptotic confidence interval for AUC and comparison of AUCs were performed using a A
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non-parametric approach(31). AUC, with a value from 0 to 1, quantified the performance of the 

index with the value of 1 corresponding to the index providing perfect discrimination.

Definition of BILAG-2004 deterioration and improvement

Deterioration in BILAG-2004 was defined to have occurred if there was worsening in the 

score to Grades A or B in any of the systems. The deteriorations were classified as (in order of 

ranking):

1) Major deterioration: when there was worsening from Grade C/D/E to A or from Grade 

D/E to B

2) Minor A deterioration: when there was worsening from Grade B to A

3) Minor B deterioration: when there was worsening from Grade C to B

A change from Grade D/E to C was considered minor and not clinically significant. As such, it is 

excluded from the definition of deteriorations. 

Improvement in BILAG-2004 was deemed to have occurred if there was reduction in the 

score in any system in the absence of any deterioration in the other systems. The improvements 

were classified as (in order of ranking):

1) Major improvement: when there was improvement from Grade A to C/D or Grade B to D

2) Minor A improvement: when there was improvement from Grade A to B

3) Minor B/C improvement: when there was improvement from Grade B to C or Grade C to D

These classifications were used to define BILAG-2004 based explanatory variables in regression 

analyses. The definition and gradation above were based on the principle of intention to treat, that 

underlay BILAG-2004 scoring, whereby active disease requiring therapy was graded A or B 

depending on the item, while grade C usually required symptomatic therapy(1). It was accepted 

that at individual patient and organ level, there may be variation in the severity of the disease 

items and the need for change in therapy within each grade.

BST and sBST

BST and its simplified version sBST were counts of systems with specified changes in 

scores between two assessments(25).  

BST comprised 6 components:

1. Number of systems with major deterioration (change of Grade B/C/D/E to A or Grade D/E to B)

2. Number of systems with minor deterioration (change of Grade C to B)A
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3. Number of systems with persistent significant activity (no change from Grade A or B)

4. Number of systems with major improvement (change of Grade A to C/D or Grade B to D)

5. Number of systems with minor improvement (change of Grade A to B or B to C)

6. Number of systems with persistent minimal or no activity (change of Grade C/D/E to C/D/E)

sBST had 3 components:

1. Number of systems with active/worsening disease (systems with major deterioration, minor 

deterioration and persistent significant activity)

2. Number of systems with improving disease (systems with major improvement and minor 

improvement).

3. Number of systems with persistent minimal or no activity.

Results

There were 347 SLE patients with 1761 assessments that contributed 1414 observations for 

this analysis. There was an increase in treatment in 22.7% of observations while 37.3% had 

therapy decreased, and in 40.0%, there was no change in treatment as previously reported(4). The 

demographics and distribution of change in disease activity for each system were summarised in 

Supplementary Tables A and B.

Comparison of BILAG-2004 with SLEDAI-2000

To examine the combined performance of SLEDAI-2000 and BILAG-2004, we undertook 

multinomial logistic regression analysis of change in therapy using the changes in both BILAG-

2004 and SLEDAI-2000 with and without their respective values at the previous visit. We had 

demonstrated previously that although change in SLEDAI-2000 score was significantly associated 

with changes in treatment, the strongest relationship was observed in a model that included both 

the change in SLEDAI-2000 score and the score at the previous visit as continuous variables 

(hereby referred as SLEDAI-2000 variables)(23). 

In the analysis of external responsiveness reported here, changes in the individual system 

scores of BILAG-2004 and SLEDAI-2000 variables (as a continuous variable) were included as 

explanatory variables for the outcome variable of change in therapy. Table 1 demonstrated that 

SLEDAI-2000 variables and individual BILAG-2004 system scores retained independent 

relationships with change in therapy. Consistent with our earlier work(23), if only the change in 

SLEDAI-2000 score was included (i.e. SLEDAI-2000 score of previous visit was omitted), change A
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in SLEDAI-2000 score was no longer significantly associated with change in therapy (increase or 

decrease) while changes in BILAG-2004 system scores maintained their significant association 

with change in therapy (data not shown).

When we undertook a multinomial logistic regression analysis of change in therapy using 

change in the numerical score of BILAG-2004 and in SLEDAI-2000 along with their respective 

values at the previous visit (Supplementary Table C), we observed the expected relationships 

between the changes in the numerical scores and changes in therapy. Both pairs of variables, the 

two based on BILAG-2004 and the two based on SLEDAI-2000, added predictive power for 

increase in therapy (p= 0.02 for addition of SLEDAI-2000 variables to BILAG-2004 numerical 

score variables and p<0.01 for addition of BILAG-2004 numerical score variables to SLEDAI-

2000 variables, Wald test). For decrease in therapy, SLEDAI-2000 variables did not provide 

additional predictive power (p=0.50, Wald test). 

From Table 2, we observed that BST variables were related to changes in therapy in the 

expected manner and SLEDAI-2000 variables provided additional predictive power for increase in 

therapy (p=0.007 based on Wald test from separate logistic regression) but not for decrease in 

therapy (p=0.30, Wald test). Similar results were obtained with sBST (Supplementary Table D).

Comparison of performance of combinations of BILAG-2004 and SLEDAI-2000 

Table 3 summarised the results of further analyses using various combinations of 

information from BILAG-2004 and SLEDAI-2000. It presented the AUC measures based on ROC 

curves derived from binary regression analyses of both ‘increase in therapy’ and ‘decrease in 

therapy’ versus ‘no change in therapy’. For completeness, we performed similar analyses of 

‘increase in therapy’ versus ‘no increase in therapy’ and ‘decrease in therapy’ versus ‘no decrease 

in therapy’. 

The comparison of AUC measures from this exploratory analysis for 'increase in treatment' 

versus 'no increase in treatment' was summarised in Supplementary Table E that provided the 

significance levels for the comparison of the various models. The p values should be regarded as 

illustrative as no adjustment for multiplicity had been performed. Similar results were obtained for 

analysis for 'increase in treatment' versus 'no change in treatment' (Supplementary Table F). The 

analysis showed that there was no evidence that either BILAG-2004 system scores or SLEDAI-

2000 variables were more predictive of changes in therapy individually than the other (p=0.89, 

Wald test). There was some improvement in the performance from the combination of both A
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BILAG-2004 system scores and SLEDAI-2000 variables (p<0.001 for the addition of each to the 

other, Wald test). BST and sBST had comparable performance (p=0.107, Wald test) and were 

respectively similar to (p=0.128, Wald test) or slightly worse (p<0.001, Wald test) than BILAG-

2004 numerical score variables (change in numerical score and previous visit numerical score). 

BST, sBST and BILAG-2004 numerical score variables appeared to be more predictive of increase 

in therapy compared to BILAG-2004 system scores (p<0.001, p=0.002 and p<0.001 respectively, 

Wald test) and SLEDAI-2000 variables (p<0.001, p=0.013 and p<0.001 respectively, Wald test). 

Furthermore, BST, sBST and BILAG-2004 numerical score variables were comparable to or 

slightly better than the combination of BILAG-2004 system scores and SLEDAI-2000 variables 

(p=0.63, p=0.26 and p=0.03 respectively, Wald test). Finally, the addition of SLEDAI-2000 

variables provided little improvement to the performance of BST, sBST or BILAG-2004 

numerical score variables (p=0.60, p=0.16 and p=0.22 respectively, Wald test). 

Dichotomisation of indices

Dichotomised versions of BILAG-2004 and SLEDAI-2000 have been used for a variety of 

purposes. In Supplementary Material sections of analysis of deterioration of activity using 

dichotomised variables, analysis of improvement in activity using dichotomised variables, Table G 

and Table H, the results for clinically relevant dichotomisations were given for the two indices, 

separately and in combination. These were based on multinomial regressions with a single binary 

explanatory variable.

Two particular categorisations of changes in the combination of these measures that were 

of similar magnitude to those used in the definition of SRI (SLEDAI-2000 decrease  4 and no 

BILAG-2004 deterioration)(11) and BICLA (all improvements in BILAG-2004 with no SLEDAI-

2000 increase  1)(12) were included in the table examining improvement in disease activity but 

without PhGA and the change was between two consecutive visits (not between the start and end 

of study). The estimated sensitivities and specificities were 1.5% and 98.9% respectively for the 

SRI-like variable, and, 48.2% and 70.0% respectively for the BICLA-like variable when used to 

predict decrease in therapy (versus no decrease). The AUC values for these two variables were 

0.50 and 0.59 respectively compared with AUCs > 0.65 for BST, sBST and BILAG-2004 

numerical variables (Table 3). Other dichotomised variables also did not perform as well as these 

numerical variables in relation to both decrease in therapy and increase in therapy. A
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Discussion

This multi-centre observational study directly compared the responsiveness of BILAG-

2004 with SLEDAI-2000 in longitudinal fashion and assessed the potential value of combining the 

two indices using a comprehensive range of approaches. Our analyses showed that there was some 

non-overlapping relationship with change in therapy when both BILAG-2004 and SLEDAI-2000 

were included in the model, confirming that both indices had similar responsiveness. 

Responsiveness was optimal if both the change in SLEDAI-2000 score and SLEDAI-2000 score 

of the previous visit were included in the model as continuous variables. The use of only change in 

SLEDAI-2000 score was associated with inferior performance. 

Outcome in clinical trials is determined by three factors: efficacy of intervention, study 

design and effectiveness of the outcome measure used. Our discussion is focused on properties of 

outcome measure that would affect its ability to differentiate the efficacy of the different treatment 

arms. It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the other factors. 

Many clinical trials in SLE had reported their results using various combinations of 

SLEDAI-2000 or SELENA-SLEDAI (and its variants) with BILAG-2004 or Classic BILAG index 

as the primary endpoints(22). In the belimumab phase 3 trials, the SRI was used in which a 

response was defined as an improvement in SELENA-SLEDAI score of at least 4 points with no 

new Grade A and no more than 1 new Grade B Classic BILAG system score, and, no deterioration 

of PhGA(13,14). This combination was selected using the dataset from the Phase 2 trial of 

belimumab to derive the best separation in efficacy between belimumab and placebo, with the 

presumption that belimumab was effective(11). Using a similar combination of improvement in 

SLEDAI-2000 score of at least 4 points with no worsening of the BILAG-2004 system score to 

Grade A or B, we found that this combination performed poorly when assessed using the reference 

of change in therapy. This was surprising as we would have expected these 2 indices to exert a 

greater role than PhGA which is subject to variable reporting due to individual physicians scoring 

lupus manifestations differently to each other in the absence of a glossary, particularly in patients 

with more than one system involved(9). The indices used in this study were different to the 

original SRI (BILAG-2004 instead of Classic BILAG index, SLEDAI-2000 instead of SELENA-

SLEDAI and no PhGA). This was very similar to the indices used successfully in the phase 2 trial 

of ustekinumab(16), but which failed as the primary end-point in phase 3 trials of anifrolumab(15) 

and Lupuzor(19). These trials used a modification of the SRI in which response was driven by a 4-A
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point reduction in SLEDAI-2000 with no more than one new B grade in BILAG-2004 and no 

more than 10% worsening of PhGA. 

A different combination (BICLA) was used in other clinical trials, in which a response was 

defined as an improvement in BILAG-2004 system score (in the absence of new Grade A or B 

score) with no worsening of SLEDAI-2000 score (>1) and no worsening of PhGA(12,15,17,18). 

The results of our study, presented in Supplementary Table H, supported the use of this 

combination of BILAG-2004 and SLEDAI-2000 indices which although not successful in the 

epratuzumab phase 3 trial(17), was successful in phase 3 trials of anifrolumab as primary (TULIP-

2) and secondary end-points (TULIP-1)(15,18). 

Currently, the combination of the two indices (BILAG-2004 with SLEDAI-2000) used in 

clinical trials involves dichotomisation(s) of the outcome variables. Our data suggested that the 

benefit was minimal when combining these two indices in this specific way and the value of 

PhGA was debatable(9). Dichotomisation involves using a cut-off to determine if a response is 

achieved (Yes/No response). However, dichotomisation of variables may result in loss of 

efficiency as it does not allow for a graded response and a partial response might be considered 

lack of response if the cut-off is not achieved(32). We demonstrated that dichotomisation of both 

BILAG-2004 and SLEDAI-2000 resulted in poorer responsiveness in our longitudinal study. With 

better efficiency and performance of the outcome measure used, fewer patients would be required 

in a study to demonstrate differences between groups which then facilitates target recruitment and 

reduce the cost of running the study. It was calculated that in comparison to the use of a 

continuous outcome, the size of a trial may need to be increased by a factor of 30% if a binary 

outcome with a uniform distribution was used with a median cut-off, with greater gains for a 

normal distribution(32). By using BST or sBST, which were based on counts of systems with 

specified transitions in BILAG-2004 scores, the problem of dichotomisation could be avoided. 

Although BILAG-2004 numerical score variables and combination of the SLEDAI-2000 

variables with BST or sBST had slightly better performance than BST or sBST alone, BST and 

sBST performed better than BILAG-2004 system scores and SLEDAI-2000. In addition, there was 

difficulty with interpretation of the clinical meaningfulness of BILAG-2004 numerical score 

variables and combination of SLEDAI-2000 variables with BST or sBST. Our analyses supported 

the use of BST or sBST alone and that there was minimal advantage of combining SLEDAI-2000 

with BST or sBST. Consequently, there could be simplification in study methodology by using A
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only one disease activity index (BILAG-2004) which would avoid confusion and reduce errors 

due to differences in BILAG-2004 and SLEDAI-2000 glossaries. 

One limitation of this study which might affect the applicability of the results to clinical 

trials was the time reference used to define change in disease activity. This study looked at the 

changes between consecutive visits. In contrast, clinical trials generally compare the disease 

activity between the beginning and the end of the study (and not between consecutive visits) 

which might be one year apart. With a longer time interval, it is far more likely for a larger effect 

to occur. However, comparing the outcome measures at only two time points (the beginning and 

the end of study) ignores the level of disease activity between these two time points. The use of 

counts or a continuous variable over the study period (such as flare rate) could overcome this 

disadvantage. Another limitation was that BST and sBST were developed using this same dataset 

which might have provided an advantage. Validation of our result with an independent dataset is 

needed.

In conclusion, both BILAG-2004 and SLEDAI-2000 have similar responsiveness 

longitudinally. There is some benefit in combining the two indices, but dichotomisation of the 

indices leads to suboptimal performance. BST and sBST performed well on their own and the 

addition of SLEDAI-2000 variables only resulted in minimal improvement. There is no significant 

difference with the responsiveness of BST or sBST. Given that sBST has only 3 components, we 

would recommend the use of sBST in longitudinal analysis of disease activity for its simplicity 

and clinical meaningfulness.
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Tables 

Table 1. External responsiveness of the combination of the BILAG-2004 and SLEDAI-2000 indices with multinomial logistic regression 

(n=1414) 

  

Change in Score Increase in Therapy* 

Odds Ratio 

(95% CI) 

Decrease in Therapy* 

Odds Ratio 

 (95% CI) 

BILAG-2004 Index System Score† 

Constitutional 

      Increase 

      Decrease 

Mucocutaneous 

      Increase 

      Decrease 

Neuropsychiatric 

      Increase 

      Decrease 

Musculoskeletal 

      Increase 

      Decrease 

Cardiorespiratory 

 

 

∞ 

0.86 (0.27, 2.71) 

 

7.52 (4.36, 12.98) 

0.88 (0.56, 1.38) 

 

∞ 

0.98 (0.20, 4.79) 

 

11.93 (5.32, 26.76) 

0.69 (0.44, 1.08) 

 

 

 

1.35 (0.87, 2.08) 

2.26 (1.25, 4.06) 

 

0.63 (0.31, 1.28) 

1.49 (1.09, 2.05) 

 

1.85 (0.49, 7.02) 

1.96 (0.85, 4.51) 

 

1.10 (0.42, 2.88) 

0.96 (0.69, 1.33) 
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      Increase 

      Decrease 

Gastro-intestinal 

      Increase 

      Decrease 

Ophthalmic 

      Increase 

      Decrease 

Renal 

      Increase 

      Decrease 

Haematological 

      Increase 

      Decrease 

2.88 (0.96, 8.60) 

1.17 (0.50, 2.75) 

 

7.74 (0.67, 89.43) 

0.64 (0.18, 2.31) 

 

1.32 (0.01, 270.27) 

4.25 (0.51, 35.06) 

 

1.08 (0.32, 3.72) 

0.63 (0.26, 1.54) 

 

‡ 

0.95 (0.56, 1.60) 

0.71 (0.24, 2.05) 

1.42 (0.82, 2.47) 

 

0 

1.14 (0.26, 4.88) 

 

0 

1.47 (0.22, 9.99) 

 

3.14 (0.95, 10.40) 

1.76 (0.97, 3.19) 

 

‡ 

0.90 (0.64, 1.28) 

Change in SLEDAI-2000 score   

Previous visit SLEDAI-2000 score    

1.17 (1.08, 1.27) 

1.18 (1.11, 1.26) 

0.93 (0.87, 1.00) 

0.96 (0.91, 1.02) 

* as compared to ‘no change in therapy’ 

†as compared to minimal change (including change of Grade D/E to C) within each system 

‡no observation with increase in score  

 

Table 2. External responsiveness of the combination of BILAG-2004 systems tally (BST) and SLEDAI-2000 indices with multinomial logistic 

regression (n=1414) A
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* as compared to ‘no change in 

therapy’ 

†as compared to persistent minimal 

or no activity (change of Grade C/D/E to C/D/E) 

 

 

 

Table 3. Area under the curve values from receiver operating characteristics curves analysis of the BILAG-2004 index, SLEDAI-2000 and 

combination of the two indices. 

 Increase in therapy 

(95% CI) 

Decrease in therapy 

(95% CI) 

Versus ‘No change Versus ‘No increase Versus ‘No change Versus ‘No decrease 

Change in Score Increase in Therapy* 

Odds Ratio 

(95% CI) 

Decrease in Therapy* 

Odds Ratio 

(95% CI) 

BST† 

    Major deterioration  

    Minor deterioration  

    Persistent significant activity 

    Major improvement  

    Minor improvement  

 

14.35 (8.51, 24.21) 

5.72 (2.76, 11.86) 

5.54 (3.26, 9.43) 

0.95 (0.58, 1.56) 

1.47 (0.89, 2.43) 

 

0.85 (0.48, 1.52) 

1.04 (0.55, 1.94) 

0.65 (0.41, 1.05) 

1.57 (1.11, 2.23) 

1.27 (0.91, 1.79) 

Change in SLEDAI-2000 score   

Previous visit SLEDAI-2000 score    

  1.08 (1.01, 1.17) 

0.99 (0.91, 1.07) 

0.96 (0.90, 1.03) 

1.00 (0.94, 1.07) 
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in therapy’ in therapy’ in therapy’ in therapy’ 

BILAG-2004 index system scores (9 separate 

changes in system scores) 

0.75 (0.70, 0.79) 0.75 (0.71, 0.78) 0.59 (0.56, 0.62) 0.65 (0.62, 0.67) 

BILAG-2004 systems tally (BST) 0.82 (0.78, 0.87) 0.83 (0.81, 0.86) 0.57 (0.54, 0.61) 0.66 (0.63, 0.68) 

Simplified BILAG-2004 systems tally (sBST) 0.81 (0.78, 0.84) 0.81 (0.78, 0.84) 0.57 (0.54, 0.60) 0.65 (0.63, 0.68) 

BILAG-2004 numerical score variables 

(Change in numerical score and Previous visit 

numerical score) 

0.84 (0.81, 0.87) 0.85 (0.82, 0.88) 0.58 (0.55, 0.62) 0.67 (0.65, 0.70) 

SLEDAI-2000 variables (Change in SLEDAI-

2000 score and Previous visit SLEDAI-2000 

score) 

0.75 (0.71, 0.78) 0.76 (0.73, 0.79) 0.56 (0.53, 0.60) 0.63 (0.60, 0.66) 

Combination of BILAG-2004 index system 

scores and SLEDAI-2000 variables 

0.80 (0.77, 0.83) 0.81 (0.78, 0.84) 0.60 (0.57, 0.64) 0.67 (0.64, 0.70) 

Combination of BST and SLEDAI-2000 

variables 

0.84 (0.81, 0.86) 0.84 (0.81, 0.87) 0.59 (0.55, 0.62) 0.67 (06.4, 0.70) 

Combination of sBST and SLEDAI-2000 

variables 

0.82 (0.79, 0.85) 0.83 (0.80, 0.86) 0.58 (0.55, 0.62) 0.67 (0.64, 0.69) 

Combination of BILAG-2004 numerical score 

variables and SLEDAI-2000 variables 

0.84 (0.82, 0.87) 0.85 (0.83, 0.88) 0.59 (0.56, 0.62) 0.68 (0.65, 0.71) 
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